
~ This article is about Natural Capital that will 
benefit everyone and the World’s environment ~

Instead of humanity continuing to aim to 
achieve increasing and unlimited economic 
growth as such a high priority, starting in 
this year 2021, the time has come for all 
people to communicate and co-operate to 
increase unlimited growth of Natural Capital.

What is Natural Capital?

Growing Natural Capital will enable the occupants of 
every home block throughout the world, to engage 
in the practice of Sense of Humus composting and 
permaculture design by helping grow home food-
forests while receiving free assistance from the 
Sun, the earth (humus-soil), the wind and the rain. 

It is Natural Capital that will benefit all people, 
individually and collectively, including all present 
and future generations, and restore Earth’s eco-
systems simultaneously. 

People in every home can participate, by converting 
front and back yards into abundant permaculture 
designed garden food-forests. This would include 
apartment and flat dwellers who could use sunny 
balconys, verges and/or nearby community gardens. 

Escalating numbers of people are adopting the 
practice of maintaining home or community 
food and medicine gardens. It is now inevitable 
that integrated eco-villages will emerge as a 
prominent theme in suburban areas of towns 
and cities throughout the world. 

There are numerous  examples of this urban 
community practice already occurring in places 
like Cuba, Switzerland and Russia. Many other 
examples can be discovered by searching YouTube 
or Google for something like “community suburban 
food gardens and eco-villages in the world”. 

Within a decade, as more people and communities 
increasingly practice this, it will help mitigate global 
warming, provide meaningful survival knowledge to 
a generation, reverse under employment by  
giving ethical, honourable and creative employment 
to increasing numbers, and provide fresh, healthy, 
organically grown living foods for everyone.

At the world’s first Global Earth Repair Conference 
that was held in early May 2019 in Washington 
State USA, it was determined that around 10% of 
humanity is all that would be needed to get this 
earth repair survival strategy implemented globally.

The benefits that will flow from doing this as a 
co-operative global initiative, over a decade, will 
have a profound impact on all present and future 
generations and the environment on Earth. 

A Natural Capital learning poster is being created  
and will be available ASAP. This multi-language 
pictorial production will enable a whole genera-
tion to learn about the world’s best practices in the 
skills of sustainable living for an abundant planet. 
See next page for description of the poster outline.

Only one generation needs to change to improve 
the world for everyone.

The goal from now is: for the majority of home yards 
in the world to establish organic Permaculture food 
and medicine gardens by the year 2050.  These 
gardens will be nourished by the home production of 
increasing volumes of humus-rich soil and beneficial 
earth-healing worms.  

By processing in hygienic, aerobic, no-dig, conical 
shaped, composting bins, made from 100% recycled 
plastics, most people can participate in recycling all 
the currently wasted and continuously available 
bio-degradable materials that are generated on 
every home block, so humanity can collectively 
co-operate to help start replenishing Earth’s 
seriously depleted topsoils, within this decade.
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